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Background: Pneumonia is acute infection of the pulmonary parenchyma which include alveolar and interstitial tissue. one form of assessment is Drug related problems (DRPs), that is an event or circumstance which has the potential of drug therapy or can significantly affect the desired therapeutic outcome.

Methods: analytical correlative with bivariate correlate the retrospective nature by using secondary data drawn from the Hospital General Ahmad Yani Metro City.

Result: The result showed patients with pneumonia community of men 32 and women 31 people with age range from ≤ 34 to ≥ 85.

Conclusions: after a study the Hospital General Ahmad Yani metro city still found presence of DRPs total in patients with a percentage of 71% with DRPs each category: group drugs (29%), the choice of drugs (13%), doses drugs (13%), indication without drugs (49%), drugs without indication (10%). There is a relationship DRPs selection group drugs, DRPs Indications to total DRPs with sig. <0.05. There are no relationship DRPs doses drugs to total DRPs with sig. > 0.05.
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